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Abstract - This work introduces the concept of Self-Organizing
Security (SOS) network as a resilient architectural foundation
on which the operational mechanism for deploying dynamic,
short living emergency response organizations capable to react
quickly to emerging crisis situations can be evolved. A
simulation Testbed for SOS networks is presented that
balances micromanagement of subordinates with the excessive
independence of commanders based on a trusted overall
operational picture shared via a joint communications
backbone. Built on the foundation of the recently introduced
Emergent Engineering paradigm, the SOS Testbed delivers a
picture of the dynamics of emerging trends that enable
decision makers to anticipate the evolution of emerging crises
and evaluate the effectiveness of different inter-agency
configurations coming together in addressing it. Hints towards
a ‘change of culture’ shifting first responders operations from
the traditional hierarchical towards a ‘power to the edge’
heterarchy point to policy changes that allow emerging leaders
to take action in the ‘chaos of crisis’. The strategies proposed
increase the responsiveness and effectiveness of first responder
meta-organizations thus reducing the vulnerabilities to
asymmetric threats to increase the safety quotient and by this
the social resilience in today’s convoluted world dynamics.
Keywords - Network Enabled Operations (NEOps), Emergency
Response Management, Evolving Crisis, Emergent
Engineering, Asymmetric Threat Anticipation, Decentralized
Command and Control, Holistic Security Ecosystem

I.

INTRODUCTION

The new security challenges of the 21st century are
qualitatively different than in the past, as new networked
organizational structure of threatening parties-with many
groups actually being leaderless-and their quickness in
coming together in swarming attacks requires more dynamic
collaborative approaches to counteracting measures. To
confront this new type of conflict, response shall encompass
harmonious inter-organizational coordination across a
holistic security ecosystem [1] to achieve a total effect
greater than the sum of the individual parts. The kind of
integration, responsiveness and adaptability needed to meet
these requirements is best achievable through Network
Enabled Operations (NEOps) [2] which is defined as “An

evolving concept aimed at improving the planning and
execution of operations through the seamless sharing of data,
information and communications technology to link people,
processes and ad-hoc networks in order to facilitate effective
and timely interaction between sensors, leaders and effects”.
NEOps would enable joint first responder organizations to be
effective and adaptive, capable of providing tactical,
proportional response to specific situations thus opening new
possibilities to deploy units or teams as agile groupings –
which we refer to as SOS – Self-Organizing Security –
networks. SOS networks are dynamic, short lived metaorganizations deployed ‘on the fly’ from units belonging to
different organizations (military forces, police, firefighters,
ambulance, provincial emergency response organizations, red
cross and other non-government organizations, etc.) coming
together in a collaborative endeavor to address an emerging
need (an acute and developing crisis situation). SOS networks
bring agility to the joint first responder forces via the NEOps
communications backbone - to facilitate a common
information environment that would allow people, sensors
and systems to be dynamically grouped or configured
according to particular mission requirements.
The SOS framework requires an optimized sharing of
information, teamwork and a collaborative working
environment. Currently, these activities are very often not
valued in the first responder organizations (including the
military) nearly as much as individual accomplishments.
Moreover, the current culture needs to progress towards
increased interdependence between national first responder
organizations while maintaining or increasing interoperability
with international security partners. While the popular view
indicates that collaboration is usually better than solo
problem solving, it may not be all that simple when it comes
to decision making and problem solving within newly
formed, hybrid and agile first responder teams of individuals
coming from different organizational cultures and training
backgrounds – having sometimes conflicting success metrics
(e.g. military vs. red cross). There is a time-information
trade-off between the cognitive speed, agility, surprise, and
adaptability that comes from individual decision-making

approach to security systems dynamics [1] for the purpose of
assessing meta-organisational decision-making structures,
practices and processes.
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Fig. 1 – Elements of a controller capable of containing an evolving crisis

versus the quality of decisions informed by the views of
members of a team. This triggers a need to consider
collective vs. individual problem solving when trying to
maximize anticipation, reaction speed, opportunism, and
fast adaptation in the case of an emerging crisis.
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Fig. 3 – Snapshot into an SOS Network instance represented as a holarchy

II. BACKGROUND

Fig. 2 – SOS as ‘nervous system’ controlling the crisis

This work is concerned with the vision, design and
development of an an SOS simulation test bed that will
contribute to a change of inter- and intra- organizational
policies to ease the way toward teaming into a joint
response alliance (JRA) which exploits the latest advances
in communication networks and services to enable crossborder (organizational, polytical, national and geographycal)
productive collaboration in dealing with acute and
developing crisis situations. The JRA acts as a controller for
the evolving crisis, Fig. 1 deployed on the SOS network
regarded as a ‘nervous system’, Fig. 2 that co-evolves with
the crisis to regulate the emerging processes while
deploying ad-hoc protective mechanisms similar to how
anti-bodies
are
being
created
to
fight
unexpected/unanticipated intrusions. The foundational
principles fueling this SOS nervous system are detailed in
[3]. As an overarching simulation modeling capability, the
SOS testbed is envisioned to capture social, cognitive and
information conceptual factors into a complex systems

The key characteristic of an SOS network (Fig. 3) is the
ability to rapidly “pick, plug, and play” processes to
configure for meeting an unexpected situation [4]. One might
regard an SOS network as an expectant web of participants
ready to jump into action (pick) and combine rapidly (plug)
to meet the requirements of the specific situation (play) [5].
On completion, the participants are dispersed to “rest” while,
perhaps, being active in other endeavors including their
normal operations outside the SOS network. In this regard
when responding to an unforeseen problem SOS networks
exhibit a collective behavior much in the same manner as
swarms self-organize [6] by simple individuals interacting
locally with one another and with their environment without
centralized control [3]. Such systems can be modeled using
the Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS)
paradigm [7] with each individual modeled as an agent and
their interactions modeled as links. With this, an SOS
Network equates a network of agents interacting intensely
with each-other in generating a collective behavior that coevolves with the environmental dynamics. Usually this
imposes certain constraints on the overall network of agents –
constraints encapsulated in a higher strategy, a high-level
policy enabling the undertaking of concrete action plans that
would adapt to the crisis dynamics. To realize this, the highlevel policies (termed overall rules of the network [8]) will
materialize into concrete action plans that have to be
broadcast on the fly and compiled down into local rules
transmitted to all agents involved in addressing the particular
complex situation. The individual-to-collective dynamics
(how the agents create the collective behavior through the
way they interact/influence each-other) in such a network
depends on the particular action plan desired. Thus balancing
individual protocols with the network policies to achieve a

best possible collective meta-organizational behavior
resulted in action plans deployed across the SOS network
becomes the key issue when deploying emergency
operations.
The collective dynamics resulted from the tensions
between network policies and the protocols ruling the
individual agent actions can – in view of the Cybernetics
school [9] - be represented as an overarching Command
(feed-forward) and Control (feed-back) - C2 – backbone,
Fig. 2 – acting as a ‘nervous system’ that regulates
individual behaviors to maximize the overall network goal
(e.g. under the constraints imposed by the network policies.
Thus an SOS network can be regarded as a holarchy (Fig. 3)
with a highly adaptive Command and Control (C2) founded
on collaborative distributed working skills [8]. This points
to the crucial role the C2 network logic (protocols and
policies) have on either facilitating or obstructing
collaboration across the SOS network.
III.

THE C2 MECHANISMS OF AN SOS NETWORK

A. Power to the Emerging Leaders
When selected, the network participants must be able to
interoperate: they must be ‘plugged together’ via rules
governing the architecture for mixing and matching them to
enable the required network outcome. The concepts of
architecture and protocol are completely compatible with
the challenge of developing new ways to organize human
effort [8]. For example, regarding the architectural design
space, within a military organization the standard
architectural framework has been the control hierarchy with
its hierarchic authorizations protocol. However in the ‘chaos
of crisis’ the behaviors of groups / teams of first responders
do not simplify sufficiently to be controlled by individuals.
Instead of a progressive simplification from an individual to
larger and larger collections of individuals along the
traditional hierarchy, the dynamics is characterized by an
increasing complexity that is tied to an increasing
complexity of the demands of the (crisis) environment. This
makes it impossible for an individual to effectively control
collective behavior in such a situation [10].
The ‘robustly networked organization’ paradigm shift
was suggested in [11] through the power to the edge
principle, which implies that the power of decision is vested
primarily with the lowest level elements-those at the edge,
away from the power centers. This decentralization of
authority approach opens the possibility of implementing an
agile organization that ‘self-organizes’ around the needs of
an evolving crisis through emerging leaders creating
operational units as the situation demands.

‘synergetic togetherness’ across the participants coming
together from various organizations to solve emerging
problems. Each SOS network participant organization has
specific capabilities captured in its own policies as well as in
the protocols which define the individual roles within the
organization. Traditionally, when such participants combine
they create interfaces between capabilities to negotiate
among the various organizational policies – let alone for the
myriad of individual protocols. This acts as a barrier
impeding the rapid configuration ‘pick, plug, and play’
process to meet a timely objective. What we want to achieve
is for our SOS network to be able to have the end-to-end
management of processes running flexibly across many
different organizations in many different forms. The central
idea of our approach is that linking partners is on the basis of
linking processes while allowing individual execution
according to those processes. The ABMS approach to our
SOS network implementation realizes this via orchestration
and choreography [12] of the processes that run across the
multi-agent system, following latest Web 2.0 advances to
balance the individual protocols at the agent level with the
overall network policies. The SOS network policy is
implemented using a multi-agent software middleware
platform that enables the coordination of inter-organizational
interactions via remote process execution and management.
The C2 coordination mechanism separates process from
execution, acting in the background according to the
governance rules of the SOS network – while the individuals
coming together from their specific military and civilian units
are following their own specific protocols in a goal-seeking
self-organizing swarm. It is the balance between the rules at
the microscopic level of the agents (the ‘genotype’ aka their
individual protocols – in our SOS example) and the overall
macroscopic behavior of the collectivity (the resulted
phenotype – aka the SOS network mediating the policies
across all organizations that are hosts for the deployed
individual agents to create action plans appropriate for
managing the particular situation) that guides the emergence
of appropriate action plans for dealing with the crisis most
effectively. Relatively complex behavior can therefore result
from balancing the genotype – the simple agent-based rules
that encode positive feedback - with the phenotype - overall
rules of the system that result in the adaptive action plans - by
adjusting the individual behavior to the overall goal of the
network of agents via negative feedback. This equates with
balancing autonomy of the individual agents with the need to
cooperate to achieve the overall goal of the system, in a
holonic enterprise [13].
3.3. Co-evolving the SOS Network with the Emerging Crisis

B. Balancing SOS Network Policies with Individual
Protocols
Our purpose is to develop SOS network policies that build

One major challenge in our undertaking stems from the
fact that - in order to be able to deploy the appropriate action

plans by timely, dynamically and appropriately structuring
and re-structuring the SOS Network - both the task of
“meta-designing” the generative laws of architectural
development for the controller that would lead to a desired
structure (for the SOS ‘barriers’) to result from the
elementary agent interactions, and the task of determining
the controller functionality (to grow those barriers timely as
per the emerging needs of the unfolding crisis) - have to be
done in parallel – as they both depend on each-other and in
addition they depend on the environmental dynamics (crisis
evolution). Thus the network architecture is continuously
evolving and adapting to the crisis dynamics to grow the
kind of barriers to developing attacks that can attain the
functionality that would enable best possible containment of
the attacks as they dynamically occur. After reaching
structural maturation (possibly on a short “deployment”
time scale under high dynamics – aka when the joint teams
are deployed in response to the particular malicious event),
the SOS network would switch the bulk of its activity from
executing the developmental part of the genotype (dynamic
architecting by positioning the actors within the network
such that they can perform their activity best within the
team) to executing the functional part of the genotype
(adaptive control achieved by acting their roles within the
team as per their specified individual protocols to realize the
most effective action plans).
Once the basic ‘eNetwork DNA’ parameters (genotype
and phenotype rules) have been set to achieve the SOS
network growth (architecture) and function (control), the
remaining question is how to achieve the SOS network coevolution with the developing crisis [3]. This can be done by
specifying how the genotype (individual agent rules) varies
(randomly) and how the phenotype (overall network
policies that enable the selection and deployment of
appropriate action plans) is selected (non-randomly). For
our SOS Network example, the more elaborate the genotype
(individual agent behaviours), the richer the variety of the
overall phenotype (range of action plans that can emerge aka be dynamically deployed - from the guided individual
behaviours). This is because an elaborate genotype opens
the door to agent differentiation, which allows combinations
and recombination of diverse agents into modules and
hierarchical constructions – thus evolving architectural
structures that can be targeted at certain function (creating
barriers to contain attacks or guiding the crowds towards
safety in case of an SOS network, as per the example
presented in Section IV). This balance – between the
‘freedom’ of the genotype and the functional constraints
imposed by the phenotype – enables the SOS Network
continuous adaptation to the dynamics of the otherwise
impossible to manage / control complex situation / chaos of
crisis.

IV. SIMULATION MODELING TESTBED

Fig. 4: Holistic Security Ecosystem Simulation Testbed

The Testbed, Fig. 4 - described in detail in [1] – is
founded on an emergent engineering software platform
described in detail in [3] – which, based on the triad P (port),
G (gradient), L (link) (Fig. 5a) can grow barriers to attacks
that co-evolve with the crisis dynamics as per Fig. 5b, where
e.g. a cordon of first responders evolved to isolate a threat
while two chains of first responders emerged to guide the
crowds to safety in an ‘Olympic Stadium’ possible scenario –
which is further detailed in Fig. 6.
The emergent engineering platform enables specification
of the SOS Network functionality be relaxed to the point of
being open to surprise and harvesting the useful <structure
(architecture) / function (control)> pairs from a free-range
“menagerie” of protocols/action plans configurations.

Figure 5: (a) Growth of branching 3×3 lattices attached by their corners
via the (P,G,L) model. (b) Complex branching chain of node clusters –
e.g. guiding the crowds to safety, and a cycle – e.g. containing the threat
via a cordon of first responders.

• How to capture the coordination logic over an SOS
network using a MABS approach to implement this
‘middleware’ as an overarching operational layer that
enables optimal synergy from the interactions of
hybrid individual participants (agents)?
• What are the important trade-offs that must be
analyzed and decided upon when choosing to
transition from single organization operation to
collaborative endeavor in enabling the ad-hoc creation
of an SOS network as a meta-organization?

Figure 6: SOS scenario within the space of a stadium. Growing
cordons of security agents (orange) encircle the threat (red), guide the
crowd (green) toward the exits, carry victims to emergency vehicles
(blue, driving in and out through gates under the bleachers), and create
special enclosed spaces on the field (cycle).

With the Testbed we are currently exploring the
effectiveness of SOS network deployment mechanisms
through:
• experimentation and understanding of the high-level
effects (resultant collective behaviour) at the SOS
network (meta-organisational level) as they emerge
from local interactions among the individual
participants coming together from the various
partnering organisations;
• the design of exercise scenarios involving various
combinations of crises configurations to assess the
JRA response and decide on most productive course
of action; based on this - policy changes will be
suggested for the organizations coming together;
• evaluation of the conflict between the individual
protocols and the overall SOS network policies to
determine the level of integration required to work
effectively in a JRA team; based on the extent to
which personnel can be educated into thinking and
behaving cooperatively and collaboratively within
and between mixed teams, decisions regarding
changes to individual ‘job protocols’ assigned to
individuals in the partnering organizations will be
made.

The success metrics of our work will be validated against
the ability of the designed Testbed as an enabling tool
capable of:
• pointing to indicators on changes to command,
control and commander’s intent in an SOS network
environment, namely how much decentralization of
decision making is possible, the conditions for this
to happen and the limitations of decision making at
various levels;
• emphasizing the most suitable organizational
structures to facilitate devolved command and
replacement of centralized and hierarchical
structures with flexible and ‘flatter’ structures as
required by specific crisis situations;
• pointing to appropriate institutional policies and
personnel protocols according to which agile JRA
groupings can be deployed.
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